We study the level-statistics of a disordered system undergoing the Anderson type metal-insulator transition. The disordered Hamiltonian is a sparse random matrix in the site representation and the statistics is obtained by taking an ensemble of such matrices. It is shown that the transition of levels due to change of various parameters e.g. disorder, system size, hopping rate can be mapped to the perturbation driven evolution of the eigenvalues of an ensemble subjected to Wigner-Dyson type perturbation with an initial state given by a Poisson ensemble; the mapping is then used to obtain desired level-correlations.
. The degree of disorder and dimensionality of a disordered system plays a significant role in the metal-insulator (MI) transition [1] . The level statistics during the transition is governed by a parameter which is a function of both, disorder as well as dimensionality [2] .
The purpose of this paper is to identify the parameter and study the effect of its variation on the spectral fluctuations.
The statistical behaviour of the levels of a disordered Hamiltonian depends on their number r within the energy ranges of interest and the dimensionless conductance g. The parameter g is the ratio of two energy scales, namely, Thouless energy E c and mean level spacing ∆. The energy scale E c =hD/L 2 , with D as diffusion coefficient and L system size, corresponds to ergodic time-scales (ergodic classical limit) above which the wavefunction has fully diffused in the entire volume L d of the system and therefore does not feel the space dimensionality d. The eigenfunctions associated with levels within energy ranges smaller than E c are extended structureless objects leaving no signature on the level correlations.
The number r < g, therefore, results in a universality of level correlations which can be wellmodeled by the invariant ensembles of random matrix theory (RMT) [3] . For r > g, the time scales associated with the dynamics are such that the wavefunction is not yet fully diffused in the whole volume. The eigenfunctions in the corresponding energy-range are localized, either partially or fully depending on the dimensionality, and their spatial correlations can significantly affect the level correlations.
The metallic phase of a disordered system corresponds to g → ∞ in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞. The states, therefore, in any large but finite interval are always extended with a Wigner-Dyson (WD) level-statistics, characterstic of strong level-repulsion [3] . In the insulator phase g → 0 in the thermodynamic limit, implying no overlap between eigenfunctions. The corresponding level statistics can be modeled by the statistics of independent random numbers, that is, Poisson statistics. A change in the degree of disorder results in the variation of g (for fixed r) which can induce a transformation of extended states into localized states thereby causing a transition of spectral fluctuations. However the MI transition is very sensitive to the dimensions of the system. For d = 1, 2 and, in thermodynamic limit, the system always remains an insulator even for very weak disorder. For d > 2, the increase of disorder results in decreasing g, leading to an extended to localized state transition at a critical value of disorder. In the region near the critical point of the transition, known as
Anderson transition, the eigenstates are neither localized nor extended but form self-similar multifractal structures with strong fluctuations at all length scales [4] . This results in a new type of universal level-statistics, known as critical spectral statistics (CSS), which is neither Poissonian nor Wigner-Dyson but is a hybrid of both [2, 5] . For finite system size also, a crossover from Poisson to WD statistics can be seen among levels as a function of the parameter ζ/L with ζ as the correlation length. However the detailed analytical information about various level correlations in the critical regime for inifinte systems as well as for the intermediate stages, during transition in finite systems, is still missing. Our study attempts to bridge this gap.
The level statistics for various transition stages is significantly affected by the nature of the localization of the eigenfunctions and can suitably be modeled by an ensemble containing eigenvalue-eigenfunction correlations (therefore basis-dependent). Recently a new technique has been developed to deal with such cases where the eigenvalue distribution for an ensemble, non-invariant under a change of basis, is mapped to the one for an ensemble invariant under change of basis and subjected to a random perturbation [6] . The mapping is achieved by identifying a basis-dependent parameter in the former to the perturbation (e.g symmetrybreaking) parameter in the latter. The distribution for the invariant case can subsequently be mapped to the non-stationary states of the particles governed by Calogero-Sutherland-Moser (CSM) Hamiltonian [3] . The known particle correlations can therefore be used to determine level-correlations of the non-invariant ensembles. The present study uses the technique to analyze the spectral properties of the levels undergoing MI transition by taking an ensemble of Anderson Hamiltonains in the site representation. As expected, the basis dependent parameter, governing the transition in this case, is a function of disorder, dimensionality and hopping rate and is related to g.
The Anderson model for a disordered system is described by a d-dimensional disordered lattice, of size L, with a Hamiltonian H = n ǫ n a + n a n + n =m t(a + n a m + a n a + m ) in tightbinding approximation [1] . Here a + n and a n are the creation and annihilation operators of an electron at a site n in a lattice and m refers to the nearest neighbors of the site n. The site energies ǫ n , measured in units of the overlap integral between adjacent sites correspond to the random potential. The hopping is generally assumed to connect only the z nearestneighbors with amplitude t so that the electron kinetic energy spread or bandwidth is zt. In the configration space representation the Hamiltonian H turns out to be a sparse matrix of size N = L d with diagonal matrix elements as the site-energies ǫ i . The level-statistics can therefore be studied by analyzing the properties of an ensemble of (i) sparse real symmetric matrics in presence of a time-reversal symmetry and (ii) sparse complex Hermitian matrice in absence of a time-reversal symmetry.
We first consider the case of MI transition brought about by decreasing the diagonal disorder. In this case, site-energies ǫ i are taken to be independent random variables with probability-density p(ǫ i ). In the original Anderson model [1] p(ǫ) was taken to be a constant
Various physical arguments and approximations used in this case led to conclusion that all the states are localized for W > 4Ktln(
) with K as a function of z and d. However, as well-known now, MI transition does not depend on the nature of p(ǫ) and latter can also be chosen as Gaussian; the type of p(ǫ) affects only the critical point of the transition [1] . The ensemble measure ρ(H), for any intermediate state of MI transition brought about by diagonal disorder, can therefore be described by
referring to real and imaginary parts and the Kronecker delta function implying the nonrandomness of off-diagonal matrix element (H kl = b kl;1 + ib kl;2 ). However ρ(H) can be expressed in a more general form:
with C = k≤l 2 s=1 α kl;s π as the normalization constant, y as the set of the coefficients
kl;s > and b as the set of all b kl;s with g kl = 1 + δ kl . As obvious, in limit α kl;1 , α kl;2 → ∞, eq.(1) corresponds to the non-random nature of the off-diagonal part of H. However note, for later reference, that a same mean value for all the matrix elements, that is b kl;s = ǫ for all k, l (irrespective of α kl values) implies just a shift of the origin in the matrix space and does not affect the eigenvalue distribution.
The MI transition is brought about by a competitive variation of the disorder and hopping rate which can be mimicked by a change of the distribution parameters of ρ(H). The changed eigenvalue distribution as a result can be obtained by integrating ρ(H) over associated eigenvector space. Let P (µ, y, b) be the probability of finding eigenvalues λ i of H between µ i and µ i + dµ i at a given y and b, it can be expressed as
As discussed in ref. [6] , a particular combination of the evolution of P with respect to various distribution parameters, namely, DP ≡ 2 s k≤l y kl;s (γ − y kl;s )
, with γ as an arbitrary parameter, results in the diffusion of eigenvalues with a finite drift due to their mutual repulsion.
with β depending on the symmetry class of the ensemble (β = 1 for real symmetric matrices and β = 2 for complex Hermitian ones). The multi-parametric evolution of P can further be reduced in terms of the evolution with respect to a single parameter Y , that is, DP =
∂P ∂Y
where Y is a function of various y kl;s and b kl;s [6] ,
and can therefore be referred as the 'complexity parameter'. Here C is an arbitrary constant. The eq.(2) can now be rewritten as follows,
For y kl;s → γ and b kl;s → ǫ (for almost all k, l), DP → 0 and the evolution reaches the steady state given by a WD distribution The n th order level density correlation R n is defined as
as the density of eigenvalues and < .. > implying the ensemble average. The R n can also be expressed in terms of P :
solution of eq.(4), averaged over initial conditions, can therefore be used to obtain various correlations for a given set of distribution parameters. In practice, however, the involved integrals could only be solved for the cases when H is complex Hermitian in nature [8, 6] . a direct integration of F-P equation (4) 
Here note a perturbation of strength Λ mixes levels in a spectrum span of √ Λ only, due to level repulsion [9] . This results in a sensitivity of the correlations within a given energy range r to the ratio r/ √ Λ. In the case of MI transition, therefore, Λ can be identified with
For n = 2 and small values of r, the integral term in eq.(5) makes a negligible contribution thus leading to following approximated closed form equation for R 2
Similarly for large-r behaviour, R 2 can be obtained from the following relation
The hierarchic equation can then be used to obtain an approximate form of the higher order correlations. For example, the approximate information about R 3 can be extracted by a substitution of large and small r behaviour of R 2 in eq. (5) with n = 2.
For studies of the level-correlations during MI transition, the system can initially be considered in an insulator regime where all the eigenvectors become localized on individual sites of the lattice (strong disorder limit). This results in a diagonal form of the matrix H with the eigenvalues independent from each other. The insulator limit can therefore be modeled by ensemble (1) with α kl → ∞ for k = l, α kk = α I (for all k-values) and
(Here the origin of the energy-axis is chosen at ǫ so as to avoid the undefined nature of lnb kl near b kl → 0). The decrease of the diagonal disorder, that is, an increase of α kk from α 0 to some finite values (while α kl , k = l, remains infinite throughout the transition) will ultimately lead to metal regime with fully delocalized wavefunctions. A change in the hopping rate of the connected sites from ǫ to ǫ + t (b kl → ǫ + t for only those k, l values which are connected, b kl = ǫ for others) will also affect the transition. As mentioned above, the eigenvalue distribution of H in the metal regime can be well-modeled by the WD ensemble; let it be described by all 
. As obvious from the above, the transition is governed
by relative values of the disorder and the hopping. Here Λ → 0 leads to a fully localized regime which, corresponds to the condition a(α, t) < in finite systems, in presence of a magnetic field, can therefore be given by the R 2 for Poisson → GUE transition driven by the perturbation [8, 10] :
and R 2 (r, 0) = 1 corresponding to metal and insulator regime respectively. A substitution of Λ = Λ * in eq. (8) The eq.(4.15) of [10] can be used to obtain χ(Λ) large-r, R 2 can be obtained from eq. (7) by taking R 2 (r; 0) = 1 (Poisson limit), β = 1 and
The exact formulation for the level compressibility χ for this case can not be obtained due to lack of the knowledge of R 2 (r, Λ) for entire energy-range. However the presence of a non-zero, non-unity compressibility can also be seen from the nearest-neighbour spacing distribution P (s) for large s values. This is because the compressibility of the spectrum is basically a reflection of the correlations of levels at large distances. For WD case, P (s) ∝ se −πs 2 /4 decays as a Gaussian near the tail indicating no compressibility of levels. As for
Poisson limit P (s) ∝ e −s , the unity coefficient of s in the exponent implies a very high degree of compressibility. An exponential tail of P (s) with a non-unity coefficient will thus correspond to a a compressibility less than Poisson case; if P (s) ∝ e −ks for large s, χ ≈ 1/2k. The P (s) for MI transition can be given by using the one for the Poisson → GOE transition [12] , P (s, Λ) =
, U being Kummer function and I 0 Bessel function. Although this result is rigorous for 2 × 2 matrix space but is proved reliable for systems with many levels.
(The dominance of nearest-neighbour interaction is also supported by the mapping of the eigenvalues dynamics to the particle dynamics of calogero Hamiltonian with inverse-square interaction given by eq.(3). As obvious from the above, the presence or absence of the off-diagonal disorder will only affect the form of Y , leaving, therefore, the qualitative behaviour of various correlators unaffected. The presence of different boundary conditions (e.g. periodic) or different topology for disordered lattice will also result in different Y -values (as various y kl s will be affected), leading to different level-statistics even if degree of disorder, hopping rate and dimensionality is same; this is in agreement with numerical observations [13] .
It should be noticed here that the expressions of χ(Λ) as well as P (s, Λ) are also valid for Rosenzweig-Porter (RP) ensemble (< H 2 ii >= v 1 for all i, < H 2 ij >= v 2 for all i = j and v 1 , v 2 different in general), thus implying a non-zero compressibility for finite Λ-values in RP model too contrary to earlier claims [11] . Our result is in agreement with Dyson's conjecture for Brownian ensembles [7] according to which the parameter Λ governs a smooth transition in fluctuation properties; the large-s behaviour too, of P (s, Λ), is therefore expected to vary smoothly from e −s (Poisson) to e −βs 2 (Wigner).
To summarize, our analytical study shows that the statistical transition of levels of a disordered system due to change of the parameters e.g. disorder, and system size can be 
